The pressure in the gaseous, the isotropic liquid and nematic liquid crystalline states, as well as the isotropic-nematic transition temperature are calculated for a model system composed of non-spherical particles. The potential is a generalization of the Lennard-Jones interaction where the attractive part depends on the relative orientations of the particles and the vector joining their centers of mass. Point of departure is an augmented van der Waals approach. It involves a modified Carnahan-Starling expression associated with the repulsive part of the interaction, and an orientation dependent second virial coefficient, as well as the orientational distribution functions of a pair of particles, linked with the attractive part of the potential. In a high temperature approximation, and for a special choice of model parameters, results are presented and displayed graphically.
Introduction
Recently it has been demonstrated [1] that an augmented van der Waals theory yields good results, over a large density range, for the equation of state of the Lennard-Jones fluid when the short-range repulsive part of the interaction potential (WCA) [2] is taken into account by a modified Carnahan-Starling (CS) equation of state [3, 4] . Reasonable estimates for the gas-liquid coexistence and for the critical temperature can be made. Here this approach is extended to a certain type of model potentials for molecular liquids and liquid crystals. Estimates for the isotropic-nematic transition temperature are given. Though many details are rather different, the theoretical treatment of liquid crystals given here is in the spirit of [5] and [6] . In view of the astonishing variety of chemical compounds showing liquid crystalline phases and the complexity of the meso-phases, the study of new model systems, in addition to the well established ellipsoidal, spherocylinder [7 -11] and Gay-Berne models, [12, 13] is desirable. Due to its simplicity, the present model is well suited for computational studies of the phase behavior of liquid crystals in restricted geometries [14] and of transport processes [15] . The need for the analysis of new models for liquid crystals is also reflected by recent generalizations of the Lebwohl-Lasher [ 16] lattice model [17, 18] .
This article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the model potential is introduced. Essentially, it is a generalized Lennard-Jones potential where the r~6-part depends on the relative orientations of the axes of the interacting molecules and the vector joining their centers of gravity. Various types of anisotropy of the interaction are taken into account. Then, in Sect. 3, the augmented van der Waals expressions for the free energy and the pressure are presented. An orientation dependent second virial coefficient and the orientational distribution functions of a pair of particles occur in these expressions. The short range repulsive part of the interaction is taken into account by a modified Carnahan-Starling approach. The difference between the free energy in the nematic and isotropic phases, as well as the equilibrium alignment are discussed. Finally, for a special case of the non-spherical interaction and subject to a high temperature approximation, the pressure in the gaseous, in the isotropic liquid and in the nematic liquid crystalline phases, as 0932-0784 / 99 / 0600-569 $ 06.00 © Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen • www.znaturforsch.com well as the isotropic-nematic transition temperature are computed and displayed graphically in Sect. 4 . Some formulae needed in the calculations are given in the appendix.
The Model
A fluid composed of (effectively) axisymmetric particles is considered. The binary interaction potential $ depends on the relative position vector r joining the centers of mass of two particles and on the unit vectors u\ and specifying the directions of their figure axes. In general, the potential can be decomposed into an orientationally independent spherical part # sph = # sph (r) and a non-spherical or anisotropic part $ anis = <£ anis (r, u\, u 2 ):
The (unconditional) orientational average of # anis vanishes: (# anis )o = 0, where
As spherical interaction we choose the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential <2> u (r) = 4^o ((r/r 0 )~n -(r/r 0 )" 6 ).
The quantities $0 and r 0 set the characteristic energy and length scales. A characteristic temperature linked with this energy is k^T^f = For Argon, e. g., one has T re f = 120 K and ro = 0.34 nm. The LennardJones (LJ) potential, cut off in its minimum and shifted such that it is zero at the cut-off distance r cut was used by Weeks, Chandler and Anderson (WCA) [2] as a purely repulsive reference potential. The WCA potential is given by <2> WCA (r) = 4<2> 0 ((r/r 0 )~1 2 -(r/r 0 )-6 ) + <£ 0 ,
and 3>WCA(r) = 0 for r > r cut .
In numerical calculations and in the graphs displayed here, all physical quantities are expressed in the standard LJ units of [19 -25] , e.g. lengths and energies are given in units of r 0 and When no danger of confusion exists, the dimensionless variables will be denoted by the same symbols as the original quantities. Then the LJ and WCA potentials read <£ LJ (r) = 4 (r~1 2 -r" 6 ), and <Z> WCA (r) = 4(r" 12 -r~6) + 1, r < r cut = 2 1 / 6 , </> WCA (r) = 0 for r > r cut . The number density n = N/V and the temperature T are in units of r^3 and respectively. The unit for the pressure is 3 -
The angle dependence of the anisotropic part of the interaction is described in terms of rotational invariants constructed from irreducible cartesian tensors of rank £ depending on the components of the unit vectors u\,u2 and r = r~l r. In cartesian component notation, conveniently normalized tensors of rank t = 2 and £ = 4 are (5) repectively, with Q = + l)!!/£!, in particular
The symbol 777 indicates the symetric traceless part of a tensor, e. g. for the dyadic constructed from the components of two vectors a and b one has
where is the unit tensor. The summation convention is used for Greek subscripts. Upon the assumption that the anisotropic part of the potential has a radial dependence proportional to that of the longrange part of the Lennard-Jones potential and taking into account the first five rotational invariants compatible with the head-tail symmetry of nematics, we make the ansatz
The coefficients e^.. [26] , Similar tensors and scalar invariants were used in the kinetic theory for gases of particles with spin and scattering theory [27] , as well as in the theory of the phase behavior [28] and the calculation of elasticity coefficients of nematics [29] . For generalizations, also to other dimensions, see [30] . Furthermore, notice that one has <P?u(ui) <p^(u 2 ) = 5 P 2 (ui • u 2 ) where P 2 is the second Legendre polynomial. The normalization factors (i are chosen such that the "square" of the tensors of rank £ is equal to 2£ + 1, e.g. ip^IU) = 5.
The Maier-Saupe model [31] corresponds to the case e\ > 0 and e 2 = e 3 = e 4 = 65 = 0. For u\ = u 2 = u, 
The potential model for perfectly oriented particles (u = const) presented in [15] and [32] corresponds to (10) with 5ei + 9e 4 = -1, e 5 = 0, and e = 2e 2 + IC2C3 < 0 and e > 0 for prolate and oblate particles, respectively. A transition from the nematic to smectic or columnar phases occurs for this special system. The viscous behavior in the vicinity of the phase transition has been studied [15, 32, 33] . Here, we consider fluids with variable orientation and restrict our attention to the isotropic and nematic phases.
The physical meaning of the potential model is obtained by considering the special ee-(end-end), ss-(side-side), T-, and X-configurations corresponding to the cases u\ = u 2 = r, u\ = u 2 _L f, u\ _L u 2 = r, and u\, u 2 ,r mutually perpendicular, respectively. In this case, the potential assumes the form
with the coefficients E.. for the main configurations given by 5 12 E ee = 1 + 5ei + 10e 2 + -C 2 e 3 + 9e 4 + y C^s,
5 9 E SS = 1 + 5ei -5e 2 -~C 2 e 3 + 9e 4 + y^es, The minimum of the potential is at r mm = ro (2/i?.) 1 / 6 , provided that E.. > 0. The well depth of the potential in the corresponding configuration is E 2 <2> 0 .
In the following, the special case e 3 = e 4 = 65 = 0 is discussed in more detail. Then one has
For "prolate" particles the side-side configuration is energetically favored over the end-end configuration: E ss > E te . This is realized for e 2 < 0. Likewise, oblate particles are modelled by t 2 > 0. The example E te = \/2, E ss = 2, and consequently Ej = 1/2, E\ = 5/4 corresponds to ej = 1/10 and €2 = -1/10. Similarly, oblate particles with E tt = 2, E ss = 1/2, and consequently Ej = 5/4, Ex = 1/2 pertain to e\ = 0 and e 2 = 1/10. The case d = 1/10 and e 2 = 1/10 leads to oblate particles with E ct = 5/2, E ss = 1, and consequently Ej = 1, Ex = 1/4.
Examples for potential curves with particles in the principal orientations discussed above are displayed in Fig. 1 as functions of the distance r. The top and bottom figures pertain to e\ = 0.04,62 = -0.04 and e\ = 0.04, e 2 = -0.08. The curves with the deepest and shallowest minima correspond to the side-side (ss) and end-end (ee) orientations, respectively. The thin curve is the spherical Lennard-Jones potential, shown for comparison. The dash-dotted and dashed curves are the potential functions for the X-and Torientations. For e 2 = -ei, as in the top figure, the T-curve coincides with the ee-curve.
The energetic situations for particles in the principal relative orientations depicted in Fig. 1 can be regarded as characteristic for nematogenic molecules. These molecules, however, have a typical length to width ratio of about 3 which is significantly larger than that one inferred from the positions of the minima of the ee-and ss-potential curves in Figure 1 . Thus when one compares with real substances, the non-spherical particle used here should be identified with a small cluster of strongly correlated or associated molecules, packed side by side, rather than a single molecule.
Let n = N/V be the number density of the fluid of N particles confined to the volume V. The free energy F = F(7>) = Nf(T,n), where / = /(T, n) is the free energy per particle, is written as 
Here, p = p{u) is the orientational one-particle distribution function with the normalization f p
The random orientation of an isotropic fluid corresponds to po = (47t) _1 .
The pressure is obtained from the free energy according to
In general, p is a sum of the kinetic contribution p km = n kßT and the potential contribution p pot associated with / pot which, in general, depends on the average orientation of the particles. The potential used here can be viewed as a sum of the short range WCA potential and a long range "distortion" potential = $ _ <£ wca (19) The potential contributions to the free energy and pressure can be decomposed accordingly: jpot = yWCA + Jdis; pPot = pWCA + pd.s (20) 
Free Energy and Pressure

General Remarks
Just as the total internal energy is a sum of the average kinetic and potential energies, most thermomechanical properties are composed of kinetic and potential contributions. The first one is often referred to as ideal gas contribution, the latter ones are sometimes also called excess quantities or configurational contributions.
The entropy, and consequently the free energy of nonspherical particles also contains an additional ideal, i.e. single particle contribution, associated with the orientation of the particles.
For spherical particles, several Pertubation schemes have been devised for the calculation of the distortion parts [2, 34, 35] , With a good expression available for the WCA parts, it has been demonstrated that a simple educated guess for p dls gives surprisingly good results for the pressure of the LJ gas and liquid [1] . Before this approach is generalized to the anisotropic potential functions discussed above, some remarks are made on the WCA reference system.
WCA Fluid as Reference System
For hard spheres with diameter d, the CarnahanStarling (CS) expression [4] for the pressure, which This implies, for the WCA potential, (23) This expression for the pressure agrees very well with computer simulation data [3] , available in the density range 0. lr^" < n < 1. lr^ 3 and for the temperatures
A similar remark applies to the internal energy computed from (25) . The densities rif\ and n so where the fluid phase coexists with the fee solid phase, at T = T re f, are n fl = 0.91rQ 3 , n so = 0.91tq 3 .
Augmented van der Waals Approximation
The potential contribution to the pressure of the model system is written as p pot = p WCA + p diS . The simplest choice for the distortion part of the pressure is the augmented van der Waals expression [1] ,
with the orientationally averaged virial coefficient
and the orientation dependent coefficient
The orientational distribution is written as
Notice that ß WCA ^ 4v e ff, in contradistinction to hard spheres, where one has B = Av. The difference between ß WCA /4 and v e ff is not large but crucial for the quality of the fit for the pressure data [3] . The frequently used recommendation of Barker and Henderson [35] for the computation of an effective diameter yields an effective volume which is just slightly smaller than ß WCA /4 but larger than the v e ff employed here.
The potential contribution to the free energy of the WCA system is / WCA = ^(fZ^ + UZeZU).
(25) V 1 -nv t ff(T) vi -nVcff(T)/ 7
The resulting potential contribution to the pressure of the WCA fluid is (26) 
(exp(--))"-exp(--)]exp(--).
As before, (.. .)o indicates an orientational average in an isotropic state. Equation (27) guarantees the correct behavior of the pressure in the low density limit. However, it is also a good approximation for high densities since the high density behavior is dominated by the WCA part. The pressure p = nk B 
Free Energy and Equilibrium Alignment
The distortion part of the free energy pertaining to the pressure (27) is
in analogy to (31) and with H given by (32) or (33) . The equilibrium alignment of the molecules vanishes in the isotropic phase, but it is finite in the nematic phase. The alignment, in principle, can be computed from the condition 8//bp(u) = 0, which
of solving this equation, subject to the normalization condition for p, one may consider the free energy as a function of the relevant alignment tensors of rank £ and calculate their equilibrium values by minimizing the free energy. For liquid crystals, the second rank alignment tensor a ßlf , frequently also denoted by Qfiu, plays the role of an order parameter. This tensor is defined by where (...) indicates an orientational average evaluated with the distribution function p(u). Higher rank tensors, e.g. of rank £ = 4,6,... are defined analogously. The equilibrium alignment is to be inferred from df /da ßU = 0, and from similar relations involving the higher rank tensors. The alignment tensors specify the relative deviation \ = (P ~ Po)/po of the orientational distribution from its isotropic value. More specifically, the expansion with respect to the orthonormalized expansion tensors </?... (5) reads
The expansion coefficients are the above mentioned £-\h rank alignment tensors which are defined in analogy to (37) . Here we disregard all tensors of rank £ > 6. Insertion of the expansion for the distribution function into the expressions for the free energy leads t0 / = /iso + /align-The part of the free energy, associated with the alignment (it vanishes in an isotropic state), is given by a Landau-de Gennes type expression [28] = 2^2 -^ V6^o a^a^xax^ 
A 2 = 1 -n^ J{c an i s (r,ui,u 2 )(p^(ui)(p fn/ (u 2 ))o
and In the nematic phase in equilibrium, the alignment is uniaxial. This means that the alignment tensors are proportional to tensors composed of the components of the (space fixed) unit vector n, which is referred to as director. 
depending on whether the temperature and density dependent coefficient A 2 is larger or smaller than
Here, the coefficient C is given by C = Co -2D\!A4.
At the temperature T K where the isotropic phase coexists with the nematic phase, the magnitude of the second rank alignment tensor is equal to ak = 2Bo/(3C).
This corresponds to S 2 = (2/15)(l -(\%/35)MTK)~1)~1
> 14/51 « 0.28, at the transition temperature. The inequality follows from A4 < 1. The value 27/35 for A 4 (TK) implies S 2 = 0.4 which is typical for many nematics just below the transition temperature. To provide an example, the order parameters S2 and S4 are shown in Fig. 2 as functions of the temperature, for the number density n/n re f = 0.7. The anisotropy parameters for the potential function are e\ = 0.04, = -0.08. The curves have been computed in the "high temperature approximation" to be discussed below.
The pseudo-critical temperature T* where one has A2 = 0 is slightly smaller than the transition temperature. The calculation of T*, to be presented later, provides a lower bound on the transition temperature. The the pase behavior and the pressure in the various phases are studied next, subject to reasonable and manageable approximations.
Gas, Liquid and Nematic Liquid Crystal
In order to obtain reasonable estimates for the transition temperature and for the pressure in the isotropic and nematic phases, a "high temperature approximation", with respect to the anisotropic part of the interaction potential, is used in the following. More specifically, exp[-^a nis /A:B^] is expanded up to second order in anis /kßT; the spherical part of the interaction potential, however, is taken into account in all orders.
High Temperature Approximation
The coefficients A 2 and A4 ocurring in the free energy are computed next, with c an is replaced by the high temperature approximation:
Insertion of this expression into (40) and (41), with the anisotropic part of the potential given by (8) and (9) The characteristic quantities T\, T 2 , T4, Z42, which have the dimension of a temperature, are determined by The dimensionless quantities 7j, / 2 are abbreviations for
The characteristic number densities n 2 and 714 are determined by
-1
where 63 = €4 = €5 = 0. The dependence of the quantities /1,1 2 on T is shown in Figure 3 .
Estimate for the Isotropic-Nematic Transition Temperature and Density
When the temperature dependence of T\,T 2 is ignored, the pseudo-critical temperature T* inferred from A 2 = 0 is, for e\ > 0, given by
For e\ = 0, but e 2 4 0 one has T* = T 2 . An order of magnitude estimate of the dependence of T* on e\ and e 2 is obtained with I\ « 30, I 2 « 50 (at the reduced temperature T = 1 one has I\ =31.7 and I 2 = 52.9, cf. 
Formulas given in the appendix have been used. In the following, the consequences of the high temperature approximation are exploited for the special case This leads to T* « 22,25,28 e Y for e 2 /e x = 0,-1, -2. Thus the transition temperature is mainly determined by
The value for e\ = 0.04 implies a reduced transition temperature « l.A nonzero value of e 2 leads to an increase of T*. In Fig. 6 , the thick line on the right indicates where one has A 2 = 0, in the temperature-density plane, for a specific choice of the non-sphericity parameters.
Shift of the Critical Temperature
Of course, the van der Waals theory cannot describe correctly the fluctuation-dominated behavior in the immediate vicinity of the critical point of a real fluid. Nevertheless, estimates of the critical temperature and density, T c and n c , from mean-field theory are quite useful. The simple augmented van der Waals equation of state with the distortion part of the pressure given by (27) 
Pressure in the Isotropic and Nematic Phases
The present approach allows the calculation of the pressure both in the isotropic and nematic phases. In the first case, the pressure is p lS0 = p In all four figures, the outer most curves pertain to the nematic phase. For a given pressure, the density in the nematic phase is higher than in the isotropic phase. Notice that at the higher temperatures (top), the nematic state can only be reached at a finite pressure, whereas at the lower temperatures (bottom), the nematic and isotropic phases can coexist at zero pressure.
A Qualitative Phase Diagram
The limits of stability of the gas and of the isotropic liquid as inferred from the spinodal where one has dp/dn = 0, and from p = 0, are indicated in Fig. 6 , in the temperature-density plane, for the model fluid with the non-sphericity parameters t\ = 0.04,62 = -0.08. The thick line on the right marks the locus where the coefficient A 2 in the free energy vanishes, which is close to the isotropic-nematic phase transition. Even without a detailed analysis of the free energy which would require a Maxwell construction for coexisting states, the curves shown provide a Fig. 6 . Phase diagram for the model system with e\ = 0.04, e 2 = -0.08. The thick line on the right marks the pseudo-critical temperature where the coefficient Ai vanishes. The other curves indicate the limits of stability in the isotropic phase as infered from the spinodal where dp/dn = 0 (n < 0.4) and from p = 0 (n > 0.4). The physical quantities are in standard LJ units. qualitative phase diagram indicating for which temperatures and densities a gas, an isotropic liquid or a nematic liquid crystalline phase is expected.
Concluding Remarks
In this article, the augmented van der Waals approach has been extended to a specific type of nonspherical interaction potential. For a special case, explicit expressions have been obtained and displayed graphically for the pressure in the gaseous, in the isotropic liquid and in the nematic liquid crystalline phases, as well as for the isotropic-nematic transition temperature. It is expected that the liquid crystal model considered here also possesses smectic phases. Their possible occurrence, in particular the phase transition nematic-smectic A can be studied by similar methods.
The model potential introduced in Sect. 2 is well suited for numerical studies of equilibrium and nonequilibrium material properties of liquid and liquid crystalline substances, both in bulk and in restricted geometries. The considerations presented here can serve as guide lines for the choice of model parameters and state variables even when the mean field theory, together with the approximations discussed above, has only a limited quantitative accuracy. Of course, also further analytic calculations are desirable, in particular the computation of the Frank elasticity coefficients and of interfacial properties along the lines indicated in [38] ,
